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"Includes a complete introductory information graphics video course"--Cover.

I really wanted to like this book. The author appears to be deeply thoughtful, observant, well-read

and experienced. The book is attractively designed with many color examples of infographics and

other visual displays.But the ideas are incomplete. For instance, the author goes to great pains in

chapter 3 to construct a "visualization wheel" - an analytical framework for categorizing your

infographic. More functional or decorative? More literal or abstract? Etc. I was getting excited! But

the author just kinds of leaves it at that. It's rarely referenced again in the book and turns out not to

be a very useful planning tool at all. So why did we spend an entire chapter on this?Similarly,

chapters 5-7 go deep into understanding how vision works: eye saccades, the blind spot, guessing

what the picture is without full information, etc. Interesting stuff, but again, it doesn't lead to any

great insights. Nothing that couldn't have been expressed without the optometry lesson.Still, there

are some useful ideas in here. Gestalt principles are important. The quick review of Bill Cleveland's

research on more accurate graphing techniques. When to use detailed versus abstract imagery. All

good ideas.But there just weren't enough of them. And too many chapters that went deep into some

topic but didn't bring back any good insights.So, 3 stars for some good ideas. But this book should

have been a lot better.

It's a great text and really essential reading if your in data visualization, however execution is

lacking. The fine print is too small on many visuals. For a book on visualizations, this needed to be



coffee-table-book sized.

A great read for anyone working in media, advertising or business. It gives a good overview of how

to present data to answer the underlying questions, and give the reader the tools to dig deeper. No

need to spend $999 on Barbra minto when this gives you as good tools for developing a powerful

presentation.The interviews in the last part gives a wider perspective across leading newsrooms

and into the digital realm.DVD makes for a lecture in your home. Alberto is engaging, and it serves a

good second take on the material.

I liked the way the content is presented. Alberto reviews multiple aspects related to visualizations,

from perception to design. The only thing I didn't like was that the profiles section was a little long.

Also, I would have expected a "where to go form here" section at the end. Anyways, I think I would

recommend this book to anybody interested in learning more about visualizations and infographics.

In The Functional Art, Alberto Cairo has written a real standout in the new wave of books about data

visualization. His book weaves visualization theory and techniques with real applications and

critiques about existing visualization projects. One of the reasons why I think Cairo's book succeeds

is that he has background as both a journalist--specifically, data journalism--and as an academic (at

the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and the University of Miami).In the first part of the book,

Cairo explains what I take away as three main tenets of good data visualization practice: first, good

graphic techniques and strategies (minimal use of pie charts, reducing non-data ink, etc.); second,

how to create eye-pleasing graphics (how to choose color, fonts, layout, etc.); and, most

importantly, how to use data visualization to tell a story. I think this is where The Functional Art

really stands out as a great reference--Cairo shows you how to use data visualization not as a way

to just show your data or to create a tool for people to explore your data, but as a way to be a

storyteller with data.The second part of the book is more about the eye-brain connection--how we as

humans perceive different shapes, colors, etc. Cairo isn't a cognitive scientist, but he's done a great

job pulling from the literature and summarizing the issues and, importantly, how to use that

knowledge to create better graphics.These two first parts of the book will be helpful for anyone who

has ever created visualizations before or who are just starting out. The graphics used in the book

are all excellent and should inspire you to try to similarly create great visualizations.Finally, in the

last part of the book, Cairo profiles 10 prominent data visualization experts and creators. For me,

this section wasn't as exciting as the first two parts, but there are definitely nuggets of wisdom from



some of the interviews and is something that you really can't find in a single source anywhere

else.Also, just a final note about the DVDs that are included with the book. The DVDs are basically

a summary of each of the chapters, but the last two are especially interesting. In lecture 10 (Gay

Rights), Cairo discusses a graphic produced by The Guardian magazine and why this particular use

of a circle graphic works. Since there is a continuous debate about circles in the data visualization

field--see also Chapter 2 in the book--this is a nice video on why circles can work in certain

circumstances. In lecture 11 (Obesity and education), Cairo shows how he creates some basic

graphics in Adobe Illustrator, which is great if you're not too familiar with that software (though I

would never have the patience to make a map in Ai!).
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